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Affected version extra info:
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Difficulty:

uncategorized
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Description
[100%] Building INSTALL with Sphinx
Exception occurred:
File "conf.py", line 310, in <module>
execfile('conf-man.py')
IOError: [Errno 2] No such file or directory: 'conf-man.py'
The full traceback has been saved in /tmp/sphinx-err-rAeUso.log, if you want to report the issue t
o the developers.
Please also report this if it was a user error, so that a better error message can be provided nex
t time.
A bug report can be filed in the tracker at <https://github.com/sphinx-doc/sphinx/issues>. Thanks!
docs/CMakeFiles/install-guide.dir/build.make:57: recipe for target 'docs/CMakeFiles/install-guide'
failed
make[3]: *** [docs/CMakeFiles/install-guide] Error 1
CMakeFiles/Makefile2:1302: recipe for target 'docs/CMakeFiles/install-guide.dir/all' failed
make[2]: *** [docs/CMakeFiles/install-guide.dir/all] Error 2
CMakeFiles/Makefile2:1309: recipe for target 'docs/CMakeFiles/install-guide.dir/rule' failed
make[1]: *** [docs/CMakeFiles/install-guide.dir/rule] Error 2
Makefile:676: recipe for target 'install-guide' failed
make: *** [install-guide] Error 2
Associated revisions
Revision e56337d7 - 06/28/2017 01:13 AM - Teemu Murtola
Do not use conf-man.py for non-manpage doc builds
Avoid importing conf-man.py for Sphinx invocations that do not build man
pages. Since it only specifies man page build rules, it is not
necessary, and some of the targets do not have dependencies that would
ensure that it is present.
Fixes #2184.
Change-Id: I3fe9cb03667c9a4e1d4bb9e02b65544e8250be31

History
#1 - 05/23/2017 05:19 PM - Mark Abraham
Some of the sphinx targets need make man before the conf-man.py is built. The install guide doesn't need it, but i'm not sure if there's a good fix.
#2 - 05/23/2017 08:11 PM - Gerrit Code Review Bot
Gerrit received a related patchset '1' for Issue #2184.
Uploader: Teemu Murtola (teemu.murtola@gmail.com)
Change-Id: gromacs~master~I3fe9cb03667c9a4e1d4bb9e02b65544e8250be31
Gerrit URL: https://gerrit.gromacs.org/6656
#3 - 05/23/2017 08:11 PM - Teemu Murtola
- Status changed from New to Fix uploaded
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- Assignee set to Teemu Murtola
- Target version set to 2018
#4 - 06/27/2017 11:19 PM - Mark Abraham
- Status changed from Fix uploaded to Feedback wanted
Does this do the job, Vedran?
#5 - 06/28/2017 02:30 AM - Teemu Murtola
- Status changed from Feedback wanted to Resolved
Applied in changeset e56337d7a7d4cbf57057956a94788c608ae5c22f.
#6 - 07/09/2017 05:05 PM - Teemu Murtola
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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